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INTRODUCTION
The Youth Access Prevention (YAP) campaign aimed to see manufacturers, wholesalers
and retailers of e-cigarettes under its umbrella pledge to not sell vapour products to
under-18s – or be subjected to a disciplinary process. The YAP pledge was an initiative
that meant to reinforce tenets already found in VPASA’s Code of Conduct.

CAMPAIGN ROLLOUT
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Members of VPASA all over the nation were provided with a
campaign package delivered by courier. The package
included YAP Guidelines stipulating everything there is to
know about the campaign’s rationale as well as what was
expected of VPASA members to participate. Details of the
package are on the next page.

MEMBER PARTICIPATION
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We have received YAP pledges from vaping businesses in the
retail, distribution and manufacturing sectors. Members also
took to social media to share YAP visuals and display their
participation by taking pictures of their shops.

ENFORCEMENT
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Considering that the YAP pledge was a tool that meant to
reinforce tenets already found in VPASA’s Code of Conduct
which in itself is self-regulatory, members who have this
outstanding have been contacted and notified with final
notices about signing the pledge. The Board of VPASA
already has an enforcement mechanism in place through the
Code in terms of which the Adjudication Committee has
wide range of enforcement powers including the powers to
suspend and/or terminate a membership of a non-compliant
Member. Furthermore, if vendors are found to be noncompliant, further measures will be taken such as alerting
the authorities.
Further to the above, VPASA has started a Mystery Shopper
Operation in an effort made by us as an industry body to
ensure we operate responsibly.

MEDIA COVERAGE
News of our self-regulatory efforts made it to headlines of
media outlets including kykNet, Daily Maverick, Radio Islam,
Sunday Tribune, The Star and Medical Brief.
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detailed specifics of
the campaign and
VPASA’s stance on
Youth Access
Prevention.
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YAP Pledge

summarises the guidelines
for ease of reference.

agreement with members
to support the campaign.

YAP Sticker
to be visible at points of
sales and in shops.

YOUTH ACCESS
PREVENTION DIGINAR
Our diginar on Youth Access Prevention
addressed the all-important concern of
preventing youth access to vaping products. As
part of the Association’s Youth Access
Prevention campaign, the diginar focused on
actionable measures to prevent access to
ENDS by anyone younger than 18 such as
following best practice from across the globe.

